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It is my belief that the Plan for Hokoria’s territory is mostly a bad idea. I say mostly
because I do support some aspects of it, but otherwise, I believe it is not a good idea to
implement it. One of the main aspects of this plan is that Hokoria would renounce its
territorial claims, and this is where I believe this plan goes wrong.

When I was Chancellor of Hokoria, I decided to go with titles as a way of kickstarting
our economy because that seemed to be the most realistic way to get things to work.
Scrapping the territorial claims of Hokoria also means that titles can no longer be an
option. Now I understand the frustration of claiming land which you cannot control,
after all, I am the High King of Dalrigia. But I think scrapping the territorial claims right
now is the equivalent of shooting yourself in the foot. Our best bet for an economy
would be impossible should this plan go ahead, and closes the door on an option that
could be immensely beneficial to Hokoria.

One of the benefits from this plan listed is that it would ‘increase legitimacy’ but I have
noticed that micronations without territory are treated as though they have less
legitimacy than countries that have territory they can’t control. I believe we should
wait until after we purchase territory to give up our existing territory. I believe the
plan should be scrapped or revised to remove the detail of giving up our land right now
and blocking the road for using titles.

This also creates an issue with the Hokorian Council. The Head of State has confirmed
that the regions represented by the council and their local governments would not be
affected, but this would mean Hokoria’s regional governments would be completely
pointless if we no longer hold the territory. The Hokorian Council wouldn’t be
representing the regions at all, the regional governments would have no purpose other
than giving the council something to do when they’re bored.

In conclusion, I believe this motion could do detrimental harm to the economic plan,
completely waste countless hours of hard work, and make the Hokorian Council’s
regional governments completely obsolete.


